APPLICATION PROCEDURE & SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
PREFORMED LINE PRODUCTS
DOUBLE-SUPPORT TIE

FOR TOP GROOVE, DOUBLE INSULATOR INSTALLATIONS

Be sure to read and completely understand this procedure before applying product. Be sure to select the proper PREFORMED™ product before application.

CONDUCTOR COLOR CODE
(Identifies conductor size range)

INSULATOR IDENTIFICATION MARK
"E" NECK-BLACK
"F" NECK-YELLOW
"J" NECK-GREEN

TIE PAD

Double-Support Tie

HAND APPLICATION

1.00 Apply tie pads to conductor, slit to the side, so neither insulator nor tie loop comes into direct contact with the conductor. Make sure the tie pads extend inward from the insulator groove toward each other enough so the tie pad will be between the tie loop and the conductor. The groove of the insulator must be completely protected from end to end by the tie pad, as shown.

2.00 Place the Double-Support Tie over the portion of the tie pad which extends inward away from the insulator.
3.00 Seat the Double-Support Tie around the neck of the insulator. Make certain the tie pad is captured under the tie as shown (see inset photo). *MAKE SURE THE TIE LOOP IS TIGHT ON INSULATOR NECK AND UNDER INSULATOR HEAD.*

4.00 Lift one of the legs up and over the conductor and wrap in place. Position the other leg under the conductor and start to wrap in place.

5.00 Continue to wrap the legs simultaneously around the conductor.

6.00 Make sure to snap the ends of the legs into place with slight thumb pressure.

7.00 Follow these same instructions for the other insulator. **MAKE SURE THE TIE LOOP IS TIGHT ON INSULATOR NECK AND UNDER INSULATOR HEAD.** Completed application of the PREFORMED™ Double Support Tie.